Tree-Mendous prides itself to offer more than just full customer service in all aspects. We have designed and built attractions for well known zoos and aquariums, summer camps, vacation and ski resorts, and private property owners. We help you design, select, build and maintain your attraction and all of your related equipment. From staff training to maintenance, in-house engineering, full inspections and complete gear service we cover all possible requirements and facets of your facility.

We are devoted to making a difference in the lives of our generations children through our designs and attractions. More and more we are seeing a drastic decrease in the time kids are spending outdoors and in nature, leading to an issue known as “Nature Deficit Disorder”. Studies have shown that this shift has a negative effect on physical and mental health, functionality, and the ability to learn. Nature play allows kids to explore their limits and aids in their development. It helps nurture independence, self confidence, creativity, coordination, resilience, improved cognitive function, and physical health. At Tree-Mendous we strive to give people, children especially, the opportunity to disconnect with technology and take back what is inherently theirs by providing them with opportunities to get back into nature and interact with others.
OUR PROCESS

INITIAL MEETING
We will meet in person or on a phone conference to discuss your wants and needs, and to gather information regarding size and terrain of your property in order to develop an overall vision for the park.

INITIAL SITE EVALUATION
• Our representatives will help you determine whether or not your project is feasible to install at your location, and scout possible sites for the park.

• We help you to determine if your project is the right one for your location using your evaluation of activities and demographic in the surrounding area. We want you to get the most out of your custom project, and we will recommend alternate solutions and suggestions based on this assessment.

• We consider all available resources Trees, Rock faces, Aquatic features, structures Topography, Climate & Weather.

DESIGN
We will create a set of designs that will be customized to fit your particular needs and desires. We offer a multi phase approach offering expansion options and future planning during the design phase.

LAYOUT AND SITE PREPARATION
• Once designs are approved and contracts have been negotiated, we will layout the course on site.

• At Tree-Mendous we are committed to leaving the location as natural as possible, and take every effort to preserve the existing health and beauty of the environment.

Based on the scale of the project and the overall budget the appropriate equipment to operate the attraction will be determined and sourced.

EQUIPMENT
Using ANSI, and/or ASTM or ACCT approved methods and materials, we suspend custom elements in the trees using a non invasive process that does not require bolting or screwing into the trees.

BUILDING & INSTALLATION
We will offer assistance with signage, landscaping, storage, walking paths and future project planning.

PROJECT COMPLETION

INSPECTION & LICENSING
• Upon completion, the park will be thoroughly inspected and all licensing requirements, as determined by the specific state, will be addressed.

Inspections, maintenance and upkeep based on individual contract agreements.

MANAGEMENT & STAFF TRAINING
• Tree-Mendous will work with you to develop a customized operations manual for the Aerial Adventure Park.

• Appropriate levels of training will be provided for the park including safety and equipment training, as well as guest interaction and customer service. In addition, we will deliver training and continued support for staff operations.

We offer partnership, revenue sharing, and financing options. Please ask for more information.
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